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from The Rinzai Roku, Chapter XXI 

       translated by  Ruth F. Sasaki 
 “‘Someone asked,  The sutra says, 
  The Buddha of Supreme Penetration and Surpassing Wisdom sat for ten kalpas in 
a place of practice, but the Buddha-dharma did not manifest itself to him, and he did not attain 
the Buddha Way.   I do not understand the meaning of this.  Would the Master kindly 
explain?  The Master said, “Supreme Penetration means that one personally penetrates 
everywhere into the naturelessness, and formlessness of the ten thousand dharmas.  
Surpassing Wisdom means to have no doubts anywhere, and to not obtain a single dharma.  
Buddha means pureness of the mind whose radiance pervades the entire dharmadhatu.  Sat 
for ten kalpas in a place of practice refers to the practice of the ten paramitas.  The 
Buddha-dharma did not manifest means that Buddha is in essence birthless, and Dharma in 
essence unextinguished.  Why should it manifest itself?  He did no obtain the Buddha-Way: 
Buddha cannot become Buddha again.  A man of old said,  
 ‘Buddha is always present in the world, but is not stained by worldly dharmas.’” 

 
 As I’ve been telling you, the problem that is presented here in the beginning, where it 

says, as a quote from the Lotus Sutra, “The Buddha of Supreme Penetration and Surpassing 

Wisdom sat for ten kalpas in a place of practice, but the Buddha-dharma did not manifest itself 

to him, and he did not attain the Buddha Way,” is a problem that Rinzai himself is asking to 

himself, in order to explain it to his students.  The question is, What does it really mean that 

the Buddha of Supreme Penetration and Surpassing Wisdom could have sat zazen all that very, 

very long time, and the activity of satori, the activity of enlightenment didn’t appear even a 

little bit? 
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 All of you already know that zazen means this special posture, this posture called 

kekkafuza結跏趺坐, the full lotus posture.  And the Japanese Zen Master Dogen said that 

zazen was shikantaza 只管打坐, Just Sitting.  What do you think?  Is there a difference 

between kekkafuza and shikantaza, or not?  There isn’t any difference.  When we take the 

kekkafuza, the full lotus posture, and we sit in that posture, then that condition is exactly the 

same condition as shikantaza, Just Sitting.  It means that tatha-gata and tatha-agata have 

totally become one.  So how about it?  Taking your left leg, what about the left leg being the 

tatha-agata leg, the minus leg, and then taking your right leg, which would be then the 

tatha-gata, plus leg, and taking the minus leg and the plus leg, and folding them up together, 

you take your shikantaza, your kekkafuza posture.  The posture we call zazen is when we 

completely combine, completely meld together the plus activity and the minus activity, the 

activities of tatha-gata and tatha-agata; we completely fold them together.  This is the 

complete meeting of tatha-gata and tatha-agata, so this is no plus or minus, tatha-gata or 

tatha-agata other than, or separate from or apart from this zazen posture.   

 The zazen posture is the bringing everything together into one point.  Everything is 

melted into, everything is unified into, and manifesting this one point; all of plus and all of 

minus are melted into it.  And so you can see that this means that when you are doing zazen if 

the “I am” self is manifest then the moment the “I am” self is manifest that is no longer true 

zazen.  The reason for this is because the moment the “I am” self is manifest already minus 

and plus are embracing that “I am” self from the outside and the inside. 

 The moment you think a thought, the moment you do the activity of thinking, the 

moment you think something such as, “That smells good, and I’m really hungry, ” for example, 

you are no longer doing real zazen. 

 That is what we mean by “There is no heaven and no earth, no mountains and no 
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rivers.”  There is nothing outside of the manifestation of this single point.  But if you then 

wonder if there is any inside, we also say that there is no inside either, because there is no self 

to think about the inside; the activity of thinking about the inside also has disappeared, so there 

is no inside either. 

 This the manifestation of the perfect self.  It isn’t necessary for the complete self to 

think about anything.  I have been calling this condition the manifestation of One True Nature.  

And when we personify this condition we call it true love. 

 This is the state in which plus and minus, both, together, are manifesting one point 

simultaneously.  This condition of everything being gathered together into one point is the 

condition in which plus has completely grasped up minus, and minus also has completely 

grasped up plus.  There is no longer any opposition between them.   

 But don’t make a mistake here (I didn’t make a mistake, but you be careful not to 

misunderstand what I said), although I just said that the activity of opposition has ceased don’t 

think that activity itself has ceased within this single point.  In the single point plus and minus, 

tatha-gata and tatha-agata are acting; over and over again facing and unifying with each other, 

alternately, repetitively, over and over.  What I mean is that it is a mistake to think of this 

condition of one point as a condition of no activity.  There is activity.   

 When we talk about breathing Zen what we are asking you to do is to take the 

kekkafuza, full lotus posture and manifest this condition through your breathing.  When it 

comes to breathing Zen there are lots of different kinds taught by different people.   

 But the way we teach about breathing in Tathagata Zen is to say that the out-breath 

experiences the world of the in-breath, and the in-breath experiences the world of the 

out-breath; that  simultaneously in-breath experiences out-breath and out-breath experiences 

in-breath.    I know that a lot of people teach, when they teach zazen, to first breath out, 

and then after that is completely done then to breath in, and I suppose that for people who 
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have no experience doing zazen, and are just beginning, that is an acceptable way to teach, but 

true breathing Zen is doing in and out breathing simultaneously. 

 So when you are breathing in that condition of having breathed in is also being 

experienced by the out-breath.  But in general I think that people probably believe that sort of 

breathing is not possible.  People believe that the only thing that can happen is to wait for the 

in-breath to be completely finished before the out-breath can start.  But Tathagata Zen comes 

right out and negates that sort of common thinking, and says that we cannot permit you to 

remain thinking that way.  Because the conclusion Tathagata Zen comes to is that the only 

reason that you are so certain that the in-breath only comes after the out-breath is finished, 

and that the out-breath only comes after the in-breath is finished is because you are fixating 

your self.  If you just would stop fixating yourself you would see clearly that in and out 

breathing are occurring simultaneously.   

 For some of you this might be the first time you have heard about the particular way 

Tathagata Zen describes breathing, so I think it would be good to practice, right now, right here, 

what we mean by breathing in and out simultaneously.  For example just take one in-breath.  

When you are breathing in simultaneously with the arising of that in-breath out-breath is also 

arising.  And similarly when you are breathing out, that is to say when the out-breath is taking 

the lead in the activity, then simultaneously the in-breath is also occurring.  The in-breath is 

following and obeying, in a more passive way the leading role of the out-breath, but both are 

happening at the same time.  When we speak of in-breathing we are talking about the activity 

of contracting.  The contracting activity is manifest, and manifests itself as breathing in.  And 

the tatha-gata, thus-going activity is the activity of expanding, and this expansion manifests 

itself as the out-breath.   

 And because the self is manifesting itself within this one world that we call the self, 

because plus and minus, in-breathing and out-breathing are occurring within this one world of 
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the self, without fail they will meet each other. 

 And when they meet then they will, without fail, break through that meeting, and when 

that breakthrough occurs, after that breakthrough occurs, for the first time plus will arrive at 

the origin of minus, and minus also will arrive at the origin of plus.   

 What if, just to posit this possibility, what if plus acted alone, and when plus acted 

minus did not act, what if plus just self centeredly, one sided-ly acted, then there would be no 

obstruction to the activity of plus, and we would say that plus would simply move on in the 

direction of plus eternally.  People love to use this word “eternal” and there would be nothing 

in the way, and so, I don’t know where plus would go, but it would just keep on going eternally.   

 But the way of teaching about breathing in Tathagata Zen says very clearly that it is 

never the case that plus and minus simply act in some kind of arbitrary, self centered way, and 

go off to who knows where.  They don’t do that.  They always are experiencing each other’s 

world’s, and through that kind of activity without fail plus will arrive at the origin of minus, and 

the destination of minus is the origin of plus.  Plus and minus never just go off somewhere and 

disappear from each other, and completely separate from each other.  They are always acting 

together in one world.  They are never left out of this one world.  They are always in this one 

world of their mutual activity.  The plus self experiences the minus self, and simultaneously 

the minus self experiences the plus self and they arrive at each other’s origin.   

 And plus and minus have arrived at each other’s origin, arrived at the origin of the 

opposite activity, and they stand up there, but they don’t stay there.  They now must do the 

activity of returning to their own origin.  And so in the case of plus he is standing up at the 

origin of minus, but now he must do the minus activity in order to return to his own origin.  

And minus is the same, she is standing up at the origin of plus, but now she has to incarnate 

herself into plus.  She has to disguise herself as plus and do the plus activity in order to return 

to her original source.   
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 And if we want to talk in these terms I suppose we can say the man at first expands, and 

through his expanding activity he completely experiences the  world of the woman until he 

arrives at her origin.   

 And Tathagata Zen asks you to really contemplate this activity, this repetitive, cyclic 

activity through your breathing. 

 If plus and minus did the activity of consciousness, then at that point where they have 

mutually arrived at each other’s origin they would realize the condition of not needing to do 

consciousness anymore.  And we teach in very subtle detail and say that during this first round 

of activity where plus is doing the expanding activity and minus is doing the contracting activity 

and they arrive at each other’s origins, even though they in reality do not have the activity of 

consciousness, if they did then when they turned around and looked at each other they would 

do the activity of thinking, and they would think that they were NOT yet holding the entire 

world together.  In this condition where plus has experienced the world of minus through 

plus, and arrived at her origin, and minus has experienced the world of plus and arrived at his 

origin, they would think, as they turn around and looked at each other, that they have not yet 

completely experienced the entire world.   

 You have done a lot of study in various fields, and are very smart, so probably you will 

be able to understand what I’m talking about. 

 What I am saying is that even though the plus activity has expanded to the degree that 

he has arrived at the very origin of minus, he has not yet experienced the world of minus 

completely, and similarly the minus activity, although she has contracted and arrived at the 

very origin of plus, she also cannot be said to have totally experienced the world of plus.   

 It isn’t until the plus activity standing up at the origin of minus incarnates himself into 

the minus activity, and returns doing the minus activity all the way to his original source, and 

simultaneously the minus activity turning around from having arrived at the source of plus 
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incarnates herself into plus, disguises herself as plus and does plus until she gets back to her 

original source that we can say that both activities have completely experienced each other’s 

world, and therefore both activities have completely experienced both worlds. 

 This is the manifestation of true love.  When you do complete breathing that 

manifestation of complete breathing is the manifestation of the activity of true love.  It is only 

when both plus and minus have done both the activity of leaving home and returning home, 

have both completed this round trip of going and then coming back that we can truly say that 

true breathing has been accomplished, that the complete self has been manifest. 

 Everyone uses the word love, but Tathagata Zen says that when people talk about love 

usually what they are talking about is the kind of love whose foundation is selfish desire, the 

kind of love we call thirsty, greedy love, the kind of love that is based on the imperfect human 

function of consciousness.  But if you are the kind of person whose goal is to manifest true 

love then we recommend to you to sit zazen, and practice breathing Zen, until you can actually 

experience this for yourself, and completely manifest zero for yourself.   

 But when that zero is manifest it doesn’t stagnate.  Immediately again plus and minus 

begin to act.  They start their activity of manifesting a new zero, a new manifestation of true 

love.  Undoubtedly plus and minus will act again, will act anew, and plus will begin his activity 

whose goal is to arrive at the origin of minus, and minus will begin her activity whose goal is to 

arrive at the origin of plus. 

 Actually the breathing activity I am describing here is an activity which is occurring 

without the function of consciousness, but in order to teach about it sometimes we posit the 

function of consciousness on the activities of plus and minus.  And so here this second time 

again plus will arrive at the origin of minus, and minus will arrive at the origin of plus, and 

momentarily they can rest, but then immediately they have to turn around and incarnate 

themselves into the other’s activity.  And here, when they are at each other’s origins and have 
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turned around and are facing each other if we posit the activity of consciousness, the activity of 

thinking on them, then they both would simultaneously think, “I am not enough.  I am 

insufficient.  I have not yet manifested the complete self.”  And this is when plus incarnates 

into minus, and minus incarnates into plus, and simultaneously they do their activities of 

returning to their own sources, and when they do arrive back at their own sources that is the 

manifestation of the complete condition of One True Nature, of true love.   

 But in this condition which we call condition of the origin, within this repetitive activity 

plus and minus are acting totally without will, or desire, or consciousness, so there is  neither 

good nor evil in this condition.  It seems as if a lot of people really struggle with the 

philosophical interpretations of things such as original evil, original sin, or original good.  But 

the position of Buddhism is to stand clearly up and say that originally there are no such things 

as good or evil.  There is no original sin, or original good.  In the condition of the origin there 

is neither good nor evil, because plus and minus are simply acting without any function of 

consciousness.  So in Tathagata Zen if we see a person who is suffering because of the 

problems of good and evil we recommend to them to appeal to this breathing zazen, and 

through breathing zazen manifest the condition of true love, manifest the condition of One 

True Nature. 

 And when the condition of One True Nature, the condition of true love breaks open that 

is when plus looks upon minus, and minus looks upon plus, and if they were to do the function 

of consciousness here then plus would see everything as plus, and minus would see everything 

as minus.  The man sees the world of woman and thinks, “That is me,” and minus sees the 

world of plus and thinks, “That is me.”  If plus and minus did do the function of consciousness 

this is the kind of consciousness they would do.   

 In Buddhism, and especially in Tathagata Zen we never avoid the activity of love.  But 

we remind you that when you manifest true love that means the imperfect self is completely 
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gone.  In other words the kind of love which is manifest when you are standing up in your 

imperfect self is not true love.   

 When One True Nature, true love, the manifestation of zero breaks open then plus sees 

minus as himself, plus sees the world of minus as his world, and minus sees plus as herself, she 

sees the world of plus as her world.  In this manifestation, in this condition there is nothing 

which is not the self.  There is no other.  This is the manifestation of the true self.  

 And that is what Rinzai is talking about when he says “Supreme Penetration means that 

one personally penetrates everywhere.”  I don’t know how good a translation this is of this 

phrase Rinzai is saying, but what Rinzai is really saying is that there is only one activity, and that 

activity is the activity of Supreme Penetration, the supreme penetration of The Buddha of 

Supreme Penetration and Surpassing Wisdom.  And when we look at the activity of supreme 

penetration more carefully we see that it means that plus sees minus as itself, and minus sees 

plus as itself, future sees past as itself, and past sees future as itself. This kind of activity of 

seeing is supreme penetration.  Supreme penetration, this, everywhere is the self, might be 

another translation.  That means wherever you look there is nothing that is not your self.  

Every place, whatever sort of thing it is includes the self.   

 The original “kore jiko shosho nari 是自己処処成り” is very difficult to translate into 

English.  “This self everywhere is.”  There is a word in English, “Itself.”  And I think that 

word, maybe, is fitting for the principle trying to be described.  There is nothing other than 

“itself.”  Maybe, that would be a good translation.  So anyway let’s stop here for today at 

this place where itself is everywhere. 

 

終 

the end 


